Apprise® Design Studio
The Apprise Design Studio is a tool that empowers users and administrators with varied levels of authority to
enhance and customise the standard Apprise® ERP application and graphical user interface (GUI) to meet specific
user and company-wide needs and preferences — all without complex custom programming or needing access to
source code.

Flexible interface management

Advanced customisations

Utilise the Apprise Design Studio Standard Edition to
gain access to several GUI modification capabilities,
including the ability to pick or create display colour
schemes, set hotkeys, and customise tab order at the
user level. Create and manage workflows and
dashboards, customise grids, create graphs, determine
required data entry fields, and manage Favourites
menu links quickly and seamlessly. License the Apprise
Design Studio Corporate Edition to enhance your
users’ experience with the ability to rename, relocate,
reorder, remove or add fields or buttons on screens
at the system level. Improve system ease of use by
making universal label changes that rename fields
throughout the system and updating the text of popup messages in a way that is most relevant to you.

The Apprise Design Studio Corporate Edition also
contains two levels of customisation that lets you go
in-depth to personalise Apprise ERP, the Apprise®
Business API and Apprise® Screen Designer ERP. The
Apprise Business API provides a front end which
connects to a rich set of functions that can be used to
invoke a wide variety of business processes. Apprise®
Business API enables you to programmatically connect
other systems to Apprise ERP, such as a third-party
marketing system. The Apprise Screen Designer
is a tool that lets you manipulate and customise
UI elements. With this tool, you can alter the user
interface, using a drag-and-drop tool, without
accessing the code. Items you can alter include
relabelling a field, creating new controls and wiring
new logic to their events.

Robust custom queries and
screens
With Apprise Design Studio Corporate Edition,
you can create, modify, and manage queries of
common data elements—such as open sales, account
receivables, and purchase orders—using the on-screen
Enquiry Wizard and a set of pre-formed queries. The
Enquiry Wizard enables users to quickly create and
deploy custom enquiry screens without the need to
write a single line of code. Custom enquiry screens
contain the same usability as out-of-the-box Apprise
ERP enquiry screens, and they support all standard
screen capabilities such as Excel exporting and enduser customisation.
The Program Wizard is a dynamic screen generator
used to create user interfaces for reports or custom
scripts. This tool enables customers to integrate
their own code and reports into Apprise ERP. Upon
completion, these new entities look and act just like
any other screen or report in Apprise ERP.

Get the tools you need, with the simplicity, ease of use,
and flexibility you want, with Apprise Design Studio.

Apprise® Design Studio Features: Standard vs Corporate Edition
Apprise Design Studio

Standard

Corporate

Deployment Manager
Screen Designer
Manage & Update Hotkeys (User)
Manage & Update Hotkeys (System)
Specify Required Fields (System)
Customise Tab Order (User)
Customise Tab Order (System)
Create & Manage Dashboards (User)
Create & Manage Workflows (User)
Customise Grids (User)
Customise Grids (System)
Manage Favourites (User)
Customise Drop Browsers (User)
Customise Drop Browsers (System)
Restore Defaults
Update Field Labels and Tooltips
Re-label, Move, Add & Hide Fields
Add & Remove Buttons
Update Text on Pop-Up Messages
Add & Modify Linked Code
Enquiry Wizard
Report Wizard
Custom Program Wizard
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